A world full of elegance and harmony.

Metropol® Classic.
The artistic statement for your bathroom.

Hansgrohe is introducing a new expression of classic style to your bathroom with the latest Metropol® Classic range of bathroom mixers.

Metropol Classic combines sophisticated gold details with polished chrome finishes, resulting in a range of alluringly elegant mixers. The clean, classically inspired design and distinctive curves of these mixers ensure that Metropol Classic makes the perfect statement in any stylish interior. As with all carefully selected components, the Metropol classic enhance wash basins, showers and bathtubs in a subtle fashion.

Immaculate finishes and clean-cut contours fuse together to create an elegant mixer.

A smart base provides the perfect mount to set off the Metropol Classic spout, together with lever, zero or cross handles.
The elegant, cross handles feature a perfect ergonomic design and allow the water to be set precisely at the desired temperature.

This range of mixers is characterised by their clean-cut contours and flat, modern base mountings, which lends basins, showers and bathtubs an instant air of sophistication.

The immaculate design and curves of the water outlet create aesthetic dynamics.

Fine golden details and an elegant base set these bathroom mixers off perfectly, creating sublime results.

The gold details are applied using a PVD process, producing a particularly robust, scratch-resistant finish.
A stylish way of turning your bathroom into a welcoming oasis.
Improved aesthetics for your washbasin.

New Metropol® Classic bathroom mixers.

Metropol Classic washbasin mixers complement your interior style, emphasising your penchant for sophistication. The immaculate finishes and curved lines introduce elegant aesthetics to your bathroom. Due to comfort being a necessity, the range includes a selection of different handle options and various heights of water outlet. You decide how much room you need between your mixer spout and your basin.
The art of showering.

Metropol® Classic for your shower – classic design and improved shower experience, all in one.

Design and comfort fuse together in the Metropol Classic mixers and Raindance Classic shower heads, creating an aesthetically pleasing design. The Raindance Classic overhead shower with rain spray and the Raindance Classic hand shower with three different spray modes elevate the shower experience to a whole new level. The coordinating concealed or exposed Metropol Classic mixers enable perfect control of the water flow.

The Raindance® Classic hand and overhead showers ensure a wonderfully refreshing and relaxing experience.
A bathtub brimming with harmony.

Metropol® Classic for your bathtub – a striking design for special moments.

The floor-mounted Metropol Classic mixer with its sophisticated golden details gives an exclusive air to any free-standing bathtub, creating a stylish statement for your interior. The 4-hole rim-mounted mixers available with three different mixer handles blend harmoniously with your bathroom ambience. Whichever bath mixers you opt for, you can look forward to enjoying wonderfully relaxing baths.

Whether you opt for the 4-hole rim-mounted mixer, or the floor standing single lever bath mixer – Metropol® Classic is the elegant solution for your bathtub.
Technology.

Innovative ideas for long-lasting happiness.

At Hansgrohe, we are 100% focussed on manufacturing perfectly designed products. This is why we continue to develop smart, innovative product concepts, which not only revolutionise the way we use water, but also set new benchmarks in terms of operation and comfort. You will notice this every time you use one of our products.

Bathroom mixers.
The Hansgrohe ComfortZone defines the personalisable space between your washbasin and your mixer.

The higher the handle, the larger the space beneath it. This ComfortZone, with a new height of 160 beneath the water outlet, provides ample room for washing hands.
When used in combination with Hansgrohe mixers, EcoSmart can save a significant amount of water in the bathroom. Thanks to this technology, we have been able to lower the consumption of our basin mixers to just five litres per minute – as standard.

Your AirPower mixer injects air into the flowing water, which not only makes the water less likely to splash, but it also makes it extremely pleasant to the touch.

In order to facilitate cleaning of the bathtub mixers, the aerators in our mixers are fitted with flexible silicone lamellae. Simply rub over them with your finger to loosen any limescale deposits. This makes sure that your mixers look beautiful for longer, and stay working for longer, too.

By smartly distributing the water over a large surface area, the shower cloaks your body in a wonderfully relaxing and refreshing spray. Paradise in the shower!

A range of other shower technologies provide innovative solutions for your enjoyment.
Worldly style: Metropol® Classic.

Metropol® Classic Washbasin and bidet

Metropol® Classic 110
Single lever basin mixer
# 31300, 000, 090
# 31301, 000, 090
without waste set

Metropol® Classic 160
3-hole basin mixer
with lever handle
# 31330, 000, 090
with zero handle (not shown)
# 31331, 000, 090
with cross handle (not shown)
# 31332, 000, 090

Metropol® Classic 260
Single lever basin mixer
# 31303, 000, 090

Metropol® Classic 110
3-hole basin mixer
with lever handle
# 31330, 000, 090
with zero handle (not shown)
# 31331, 000, 090
with cross handle (not shown)
# 31332, 000, 090

Metropol® Classic 160
3-hole basin mixer
with lever handle
# 31331, 000, 090
with zero handle (not shown)
# 31332, 000, 090
with cross handle (not shown)
# 31333, 000, 090

Metropol® Classic 260
Single lever bidet mixer
# 31320, 000, 090

Metropol® Classic Bathtub

Metropol® Classic 110
4-hole bath mixer
for rim-mounted installation
with lever handle
# 31441, 000, 090
with zero handle (not shown)
# 31442, 000, 090
with cross handle (not shown)
# 31443, 000, 090

Metropol® Classic
Single lever bath mixer,
floor standing
# 31445, 000, 090

Metropol® Classic
Bath filler exposed
# 31425, 000, 090

Metropol® Classic
Single lever bath mixer,
exposed
# 31340, 000, 090

Metropol® Classic
110
3-hole basin mixer
with lever handle
# 31304, 000, 090
with zero handle (not shown)
# 31305, 000, 090
with cross handle (not shown)
# 31306, 000, 090

Metropol® Classic
Single lever basin mixer,
concealed
# 31302, 000, 090

Metropol® Classic
Single lever basin mixer,
exposed
# 31301, 000, 090

Metropol® Classic
Single lever basin mixer,
without waste set
# 31300, 000, 090

Metropol® Classic handles
Whether you prefer lever, cross or zero handles, Metropol Classic provides a choice of three chrome or gold-finished handles to cater for all tastes. All product shapes are characterised by the same timeless elegance.
Metropol® Classic Shower

**Metropol® Classic 110**
Single lever shower mixer exposed
# 31360, -000, -090

**Metropol® Classic 160**
Single lever shower mixer concealed
# 31365, -000, -090

**Raindance® Classic 100**
Air 3Jet/Unica® Classic Set
# 27843, -000, -090 65 cm
# 27841, -000, -090 90 cm

**Raindance® Classic 240**
Air 1Jet Overhead shower
# 27424, -000, -090 with shower arm 390 mm
# 27405, -000, -090 with ceiling connection 100 mm (not shown)

**Raindance® Classic 100**
Air 3Jet Hand shower
# 28548, -000, -090

---

**The finish**
The Metropol Classic design features perfect proportions and clean-easy surfaces. While sophisticated golden details emphasise the luxurious tone, the plain chrome Metropol Classic mixers lose nothing of their elegant charm. Entering the number for the finish creates an eight-digit order number (#), e.g., **31302, -000** = chrome

000 Chrome | 090 Chrome/gold-optic

The gold details are applied using a PVD process, producing a particularly robust, scratch-resistant finish.

---

All products shown have gold/chrome (-090) finishes.
Spray modes.

Concentrated targeted massage spray.
A harmonious combination of soft shower rain and a dynamic spray.

Hansgrohe Showroom App
The Hansgrohe Showroom App lets you experience our showers, bathroom mixers and other products interactively. For instance, the innovative photo feature positions your desired product in the middle of the camera frame whilst you take a photo – and, within a flash, it’s virtually installed in your home!

Special features:
• Photo function to visualise what the product will look like when it is in your bathroom
• Videos on technologies and spray types
• List of your favourite Hansgrohe products
• Find your nearest showroom

Hansgrohe@home App
The Hansgrohe@home App is the smart solution to see what the new bathroom mixers look like in your own home. Simply take a photo of your current bathroom, highlight the handles or shower head with your finger and replace with a Hansgrohe product. The integrated distributor search tool also tells you where you can find your nearest stockist.

www.hansgrohe-int.com/showroom-app
www.hansgrohe-int.com/home-app
http://itunes.com/app/hansgrohehome